Thank you for choosing the Fine Facial Hair Remover from Sharper Image. Please read this Quick Start Guide to get a general idea of how this product works. For additional instructions and important safety information, be sure to read the entire user’s manual in the package.
FEATURES

- Painless hair removal at home
- Safe for all skin tones and all hair types
- Cordless and portable
- Includes control unit, cotton buds for facial hair and eyebrows
- Includes pad set (3 rectangular pad, 2 round pads and 1 upper lip pad) for treating larger areas
- Includes 1 lead with 3 pad connectors
- Includes treatment tweezers and curly lead for removing single hairs
- Includes conductive gel and carry case
- Operates on 2 included AA batteries

IDENTIFICATION OF PARTS

BATTERY INSTALLATION

- Install the 2 AA batteries (included) by pressing the battery cap down.
- Insert the batteries according to the correct polarity ("+" or "-").
- Replace the cap.
HOW TO USE COTTON BUD TO REMOVE HAIR WITH THE FINE FACIAL HAIR REMOVER

1. Thoroughly clean treatment area by removing all makeup. The area must be completely clean, dry and non-greasy.
2. Cut the cotton bud in half and insert into the tip of the device.
3. Dip cotton bud into the conductive gel making sure the gel also covers the cotton bud holder at the tip of the control unit.
4. Hold the Fine Facial Hair Remover like a pen and slide the switch to the PROBE position. (Red power light should illuminate to confirm battery is working). See illustrations on Page 5 for proper holding technique.
5. Put the device on the hair removal area and press the silver activator button. The green LED light will come on when you’ve made good contact with the conductive gel, and a buzzer will go off after 20 seconds to notify you that the treatment is finished.

Note: If you do not touch the gel continuously, the green conductivity light will go out. Do not exceed one 20-second treatment per day in the same treatment area (2-cm diameter). Do not exceed a maximum of 3 treatments per week in one treatment area.

Note: To avoid shock do not hold the silver activator button down after the green conductivity LED light illuminates.

HOW TO USE TREATMENT TWEEZERS WITH THE FINE FACIAL HAIR REMOVER

1. Thoroughly clean treatment area and remove any makeup. The area must be completely clean, dry and non-greasy. Cut long hairs as short as possible with scissors or a razor before use.
2. Plug the Treatment Tweezers into the jack on the end of the Fine Facial Hair Remover.
3. Apply conductive gel to the target area and to the tweezer tips.
4. Slide the switch to PROBE mode.
5. Select and hold hair to be treated between tweezer tips. When tweezers are squeezed together the green conductivity LED light will illuminate and beep.
6. Gently remove hair in the direction of growth on the upper lip and face, eyebrows or chin using the tweezers.
Note: If tweezers can’t grip hair to pull out, remove surplus gel from treatment area and tweezers. This versatile device also removes body hair with the facial and body pads. Consult your manual for additional instructions and important safety warnings.

HOW TO USE FACE AND BODY PADS WITH THE FINE FACIAL HAIR REMOVER

1. Thoroughly clean treatment area as before.
2. Insert lead into jack socket at the end of The Fine Facial Hair Remover.
3. Carefully apply the upper lip or rectangular pad to the area so that it adheres to the skin.
4. Place the circular conductivity pad near the upper lip or rectangular pad and push the white lead clip onto the upper lip or rectangular pad button.
5. Push the green lead cap onto the circular conductivity pad.
6. Slide the button on the Fine Facial Hair Remover from OFF to the FACE PAD or BODY PAD position.
7. The red power light will illuminate to show power on. The green conductivity light illuminates to show good conductivity.
8. You’ll hear one beep to start the first stage of 6-minute treatment (or 11-minute treatment for Body Pad Mode).

Note: FACE PAD MODE: Treatment time - 6 minutes [2.5 minutes on 1 minute rest, 2.5 minutes on]. BODY PAD MODE: Treatment time - 11 minutes [5 minutes on 1 minute rest, 5 minutes on].

9. After 2.5 minutes (or 5 minutes with Body Pad Mode) the green LED light will flash to indicate 1 minute rest period.
10. After 1 minute, the green LED light remains on and one beep sounds to indicate 2nd stage of treatment [2.5 minutes or 5 minutes with Body Pad Mode].
11. Three beeps will sound to indicate end of treatment and green LED light will go out.
12. Slide mode switch to OFF.
13. Remove hairs with tweezers (optional).
Note: Remember, hair removal is a cumulative process. The longer you use this product, the more effective it will be. Hair grows in a cycle of 8-12 weeks. With regular use, you should see results in about 60 days.

PROPER HOLDING TECHNIQUE

TROUBLESHOOTING

Red light will not go on.
This normally indicates the 2 x AA alkaline batteries need replacing. Be sure to insert fresh, new batteries with correct polarity.

Green conductivity light will not go on.
Poor conductivity may be due to treatment area not being clean, or insufficient gel. Make sure your finger is damp when touching the silver probe button when touching the hair. This helps with conductivity. Make sure the cotton bud is thoroughly damp and pushed firmly into the control unit so that the cotton touches the gold metal ring. Check that the red power light is on. If not, the batteries probably need replacing.

WARRANTY/CUSTOMER SERVICE

Sharper Image branded items purchased from SharperImage.com include a 1-year limited replacement warranty. If you have any questions not covered in this guide, please call our Customer Service department at 1 (877) 210-3449. Customer Service agents are available Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. ET.